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Ditches And Dollars Plague W F UI
South Fulton's City Counc,is„ eii o
ALWAYS

M and FM

The City of South Fulton finds itself in a dilemma today.
Plagued by a shortage of funds in some departments and yet
enthusiastic about continuing its ever increasing residential section
the Mayor and City Council discussed at length Monday night a
solution to the problem.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton, local veterinarian, city councilman and
sub-division developer recently purchased 36 lots within the city
limits to be developed as a residential section. Finding itself short
of funds in all departments but the gas department the city is unable to
furnish sewage, gravel streets, storm sewers and water mains to
the area, at this time.
an individual or a banking instiThe Mayor and Council discuss- tution obligating the city for the
ed the possibility, of:
principal amount (about $19,000)
1. Having Dr.tonnaughton take with Dr. Connaughton paying the
the responsibility of making the interest on the money. The legality
necessary installations to the area of this action was questioned howwith the City of South Fulton ever and will be ruled upon by
committing itself to pay him back City Attorney Charles Fields, who
at the rate of $100 a house for was absent from the meeting.
It was obvious at the meeting
each of five years, as the houses
are built. Entering into such a that the development of Circle
contract with Dr. Connagughton, Drive is opposed to by some memit was pointed out, would neces- bers of the council. The financial
sitate Dr. Connaughon's resigna- burden of furnishing utility lines
tion from the council which he and other improvements to the
offered to do, since it would pre- several fast growing sub-divisions
sent the situation of a councilman in South Fulton has made some
entering into a contract with the councilmen cautious of making
other
financial
commitments
municipality he serves,
2. Securing a loan from either which cannot be paid in the forseeable future, it was revealed.
And if the council chooses to
take either course of action sited
above they have under advisement
these developments, it was pointed
—iotthvis out:
from
a. If the City Council borrows
from a private or banking institution it must committ itself to pay
interest, and regular payments on
the principal, regardless of whether there are houses in the sub-
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Continued On Page floe

Note Book City Pelted By

Heavy Rainfall;
Creek Gets Out

Recently I read the book, "A
Ftockefellow Family Portrait" and
I was particularly amused at a
story told about the venerable old
A torrential downpour of rain
gentleman John D. Rockefellow,
The story goes that when Rocke- hit Fulton at noon Thursday refellow Center was being built in sulting in flash flood conditions
New York, right in the heart of 'in several parts of the city, and
town, many, many interesting troublesome Harris Fork Creek
people would spend hours on end got out of bounds in a few places,
watching the huge cranes and one being the east end of Third
heavy machinery at work to build Street.
Within a matter of minutes,
the giant structure. While watching such construction was a real water was swirling over the curbs
hazard. Rockefellow did not want and into business houses along
to deprive the people of enjoying Main Street as the city's sewer
the wonders of modern day con- system was unable to carry away
struction, so he formed the SIDE- the surface water fast enough.
Local citizens were of the opinSUPERINTENDENTS
W ALK
CLUB, making people eligible to ion that the sewers are stopped up
stand around and watch the mons- and need cleaning out.
Stalled automobiles could be
trous stucture being built.
seen on some streets (one on Lake
I have felt much like a side- Street) during the height of the
•
walk superintendent Obese Past rainstorm.
Besides Main. Lake. Lake Exfew weeks watching Ray Graham
and his workers tear down por: tension. and Third Street, another
tions of the historic Cumberland street flooded in places was Carr
Presbyterian Church. which for- Street. The Lake Street Extension
merly housed the local congrega- underpass was impassable, as was
Main Street, a short time after the
tion prior to 11148. Ray is putting
downpour started.
a new roof on the building, for as
Basements of a number of
you know, it is being used as a
homes were reported flooded.
warehouse for the Graham FurWednesday (One basement flooded was that
Company.
niture
of Paul Hornbeak on Third
morning, as a sidewalk superintenStreet.)
dent I stopped by and talked a
The J. L. Grooms and Sons
little while with Ray Graham and
business on Mears Street reported
we both marvelled at the constructhat 18% inches of water got into
tion of the building anti the quality
their building.
the
and
weld
materials
the
of
they
which
by
manner
laborious
were made.
Ray believes that the roof he is
now putting on the building is
perhaps the third one to cover the
graceful old church and it is surprising to see that the wooden
shingles now being removed are
almost as sturdy today as they
were when they were first put on
the roof, geodness Wows how
many years ago. Heavy lumber being removed in portions of the
building can be salvaged and used
just as good as new and Ray
thinks that there is enough lumber
in and round the roof to almost
build another house.
In my role of sidewalk superintendent I looked at the beautiful,
though sadly damaged stainedglass windows, and could visualize
the many times that the sun
showed through the van -colored
panes upon a devoted congregation, many of whom have gone to
their final resting place. I detected in Ray a deep warmth and
sentiment about the church as he
pointed out to me the tremendous
labor and care that must have
gone into the hand-carved shingles
on the front of the building as
well as the window facings that
were placed around the colorful
windows.
Ray has been thinking about
maybe removing portions of the
church front and yet at the same
time I could see that he would
much rather leave it as it is for
sentimental reasons. If he decides
to remove the front for functional
reasons it will surely be a decision
of his mind and not his heart.
Every time I see an old landmark in and around Fulton I feel
sorry for myself because I am
not able to share completely, the
deep feeling of love and sentiment
that pioneer citizens have about
such landmarks. I keep saying to
myself, as in the case of the old
COSHomed on Page Four
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To
Have Style Show
The local Jaycettes will have a
style show on Aug. 20 at 7:30
at the Orpheum Theatre.
There will be three models
from each store in town, modeling women, men and children's
clothes.
Mrs. Mary Nelle Wright will
be the narrator.
There will be a door prize.
TiCketa, at 50 for adults and 25
cents for students, may be purchased in advance from the
Jaycettes or at the door.

September 5 Is
Deadline For Voter
Registration Here
September 5 is the deadline for
voter registration and for making changes in present registration, according to Mrs. Kathryn
Lannom, Fulton County court
clerk.
Mrs. Lannom said that residents
of the city and county may register
to vote in the office of the county
court clerk, at the courthouse
through Sept. 5. or residents of
Fulton may register at the Fulton
City Clerk's office here.
A change in precinct or change
of party affiliation must also be
on file in the clerk's office.

Beauty Contest
Suonsors Listed
A list of sponsors for the Willow
Plunge Beauty Contest to date was
reported today as follows. (All
committees had not turned in their
list of sponsors.)
Park Terrace. South Fulton
Cleaners. Friendly Finance, Killebrew's Florist, A&P Co., Western
Auto, WFUL and Fulton County
News, Mac and Faye Florist,
Jewel's Beauty Shop. City Drug,
Dotty Shop, Fulton Bank, Leader
Store's Sporting Goods Department, Whitnel Funeral Home, P.
H. Weeks and Sons, City National
Bank. K. Bonus, National Store,
Fulton Loan Co., Rice's Men's
Store, Roper's TV. Fall and Fall
Insurance, Ford Motor Co., CocaCola, Atkins Used Cars, Hornbeak
Funeral Home, Southern Bell
Telephone _co.,. BPlWer Milling
Company, WIlritucti* Motor Co.,
Duke's Auto Parts, OK-Parisian
Laundry and Cleaners, and Southside Drug Co.

Lewis Speaks
.T. 0. Lewis had charge of the
Rotary Club meeting at Smith's
Cafe Tuesday at noon and gave
the history of the Dry Lake District, a most interesting deucription of engineering of those
people of long ago. Mr. Lewis'
talk was enjoyed very much by
Those present.
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Fellow In His Cups
Fills Coffers Of
Police Department

Mayor Nelson Tripp takes a dim view of Radio Station WFUL's early morning LIVE-WIRE program, it
was revealed at the Fulton City Council meeting on
Monday night. Mayor Tripp, defending the local police
The cup runneth over for Willie department in their apparent news ban to the station
the Wobbler, and it filled the cof- said that he .would prefer that WFUL not make the
fers of the Fulton police depart'daily news call to the police department, which it has
ment last'path all the major portion of the $1246.90 in fines col- previously done, but which has been discontinued by
lected were for public drunkeness, the station manager, for lack of cooperation from the
drinking in a public place, drunk
department.
while driving, drinking on the
Mayor Tripp's views were made known in answer to
(that's
new.)
railroad
Of the 48 fines imposed from a question by Councilman J. 0. Lewis as to whether
June 29 through, July 30, 25 of the police department had been
instructed in the manthem were for drunkeness in some
ner
that
police
news
should
be
handled
not only to the
form.
Here're the others in the line- radio station, but also to newspapers.
up:
One each for assault and battery, off truck route, no operator's
license, no city license tag, running stop sign, throwing trash on
highway, parking in prohibited
area, reckless driving. Other fines
were: speeding. 8; disorderly conduct, 2; breach of peace, 2.

Father Tarrant
On Month's Vacation
Father Edward L. Tarrant, assistant pastor of the St. Edwards
Catholic Church left Wednesday
for his annual month's vacation.
From Aug. 15 to Aug. 24 he will
serve as Catholic Chaplain aboard
the Swedish American luxury
liner Grispsholm.
The nine-day cruise will include
visits to Sauguenay, Gaspe and
Bermuda.
ACCEPTS POSITION
Mrs. Evelyn 4nignons of Fulton has accepted employment
at the Gould Beauty Salon in
Memphis. She will spend this
weekend in Fulton with her
mother, Mrs. Rosa Smith.

(The decision by WFUL to discontinue the morning news call to
the Fulton, Ky. police department
resulted after area listeners, complained to the station manager that
police news of record was being
withheld and after a janitor,
answering the phone, told the station "they told me to tell you
they ain't no news." (On the night
before Coca-Cola Bottling Company reported a break-in.)
(Local police indicated that the
janitorial news report was necessary because the newa call was
made too late. However, thousands
of radio listeners will attest to the
fact that the janitor answered the
call on the third telephone try.
The first call was made at 7:07
a. m. with no answer; the second
call at 7:12 a. m. received a busy
signal and the last call at 7:19
a. m. was answered by the janitor.)
Miss Ouida Jewell, news editor
of the Fulton County News, and
correspondent for the Associated
Press, United Press, the Commercial Appeal, the Louisville Courier-Journal and the Paducah Sun-

Democrat told the council members that withholding legitimate
police news has been prevalent
among certain police officers for
many years. Miss Jewell, who is
also news editor for Radio Station
WFUL told the council that even
police news of public record has
been withheld on many occasions.
Mayor Tripp, elaborating on his
police news views, said that if
local news people were desirous of
getting the news they should attend court each morning. Miss
Jewell, citing personal experience
said that the time of court, if held
at all, varies.
It was revealed at the meeting
that the Fulton, Ky. police department is of the opinion that to report certain police 'hews is-to obstruct the apprehension of a suspect in the case. (In an editorial
last week the News stated publicly that they had no intention of
revealing any police work that
might tend to obstruct bringing a
criminal to justice. The editorial
stated that only police news of
public record was a matter for
publication and both the radio

Centennial Office Closes; Chapter Of
First-400 Years Of Progress is Eimled
Fulton's Centennial headquarters was closed on Wednesday dosing the final chapter of an historic, entertaining and important milestone in the history of the twin cities.
Moreover the event was highly successful in a financial way with
Fulton's Willow Plunge Swimming Pool being the recipient of more
than $1500 to be applied toward the pool fund.
Meeting in final session Wednesday morning in the headquarters on Main Street reports
were heard from the various
committee beads who voted to
dissolve the Ken-Tenn-O-Rama
corporatioin on September 16,
1959.

Income from the centennial
totalled
$22,986.48
operations
with expenditures totalling $21,417.13. The John B. Rodgers
company was paid $7400 for
staging the centennial, furnishing
supervision, costumes, and difor motorists.
"We had asked the state safe- rection of the pageant.
ty department to look over the
Other items of expense were:
highway in light of several improvements made recently," Bill
Kallenberg, president of the
Union City Chamber of Cornmerce, said Tuesday. The road
recently was widened and then
even more recently a number of
narrow bridges were widened.
"We had hopes that the 45 zone
Charles Cannon, South Fulton
could be removed," Mr. Kellenberg said. "However, it is the real estate agent, has resigned
view of the safety department as a member of the Onion
that conditions warrant the 45 County School Board, it was
restrictions along the highway. learned this week.
Mr. Cannon was in favor of
We certainly will go along with
their findings and sanction the building the new South Fulton
move. Making the entire nine- School across town from its premile stretch a 45-miles-per-hour sent site.
zone certainly will do away with
Mr. Cannon resigned at a meetthe objectionable features which ing of Fiscal Court, on the first
were ound on the highway.
Monday night of this month.

Charles Cannon
Resigns From
School Board

Spectacle Di visio n, $1,403.29:
Ticket Division, $728.68; Revenue
Division, $3,268.61; Participation
Division, $2,603.36; Publicity Division, $539.14; Special Events
Division, $1,674.22; Hospitality
Division, $52.00; Administrative
and Headquarters, $11,147.83.
The payment to the Rodgers
Company was included in the
administrative and headquarters
total. The Committee voted to
place all souvenirs in the office
of Col. C. W. Burrow to be sold.
Proceeds from additional sales
of all souvenir items will be
deposited in the Ken-Tenn-0Rama account.

McConnell Church
Revival Begins
A series of gospel meetings will
be held at the McConnell Church
of Christ beginning Sunday morning, August 16 at 11:00. Brother
John B. Hardeman of Obion, Tennessee will deliver the messages.
Services will be held each night
throughout the week at 7:45. A
warm and cordial invitation is extended to all to come out and hear
these inspirational messages that
Brother Hardemann so capably
presents.

pend on it we hope you will bear upon sfhe moved to Fulton to be
with her family. She is going
with us.
to "hang out a shingle" in the
Virginia Stokes, (mother of Fall to do interior decorating.
Bill, brother of Paul Boyd and She had some good practice redaughter of H. E. Boyd) came in cently when she shared with
to see us the other day on an Dorothy Jones the joy of decorinteresting public relations miss- ating Dorothy's new home in
ion and we know that when she Paducah.
In answering a note to H. L. gets home she'll wonder if she
Had a nice note from Peggy
Stone of Clinton we might make ever got the job done. Virginia,
it public so that all of you may says she never knows when to Hannephin, a former Fultonian
know that we have discontinued 'stop talking and she ran into a who now lives in Jackson, Tenn.
running the schedule of TV pro- character who never does, so the The note was a thoughtful
grams until September. A cur- net result is that our diarist and gesture but the news was bad.
tailed summer staff and smaller Virginia had a fine time. In J. E. has been quite ill and is
papers make it necessary for us the course of the conversation confined to his home and is reto utilize every available inch we learned that Virginia taught cuperating (thank heavens) but
of space for advertisers and interior design in New York his illness prevented them from
other local news stories. While and had to give up the job be- taking a fine trip to New York
we know you have come to de- cause of a broken hip where- and also from coming to Fulton
that she'll be putting 'em together after we're gone for the
whole world to enjoy instead of
just the subscribers of the
News. (If you hear of us taking
a quick trip out of town its because Ella got after us for saying these things.)

Single Copy, 10c
Elsewhere in US $3

Number Thirty-two

WFUL Ceases Report Of Fulton Police News;
Mayor Tripp Prefers No Daily Radio Contact

Mrs. Jenkins To
Leave For Bermuda
Mrs. Russ Jenkins, the former
Jackie Rawls, will leave Sunday for Bermuda, to join her
husband, who is stationed in the
Air Force there.
She will be accompanied to
Memphis by her mother, Mrs.
Pete Green of Fulton and her
sister, Mrs. Nick Nichols and
young daughter, Teresa, of Lansing, Mich., who are visiting here.

station and the newspaper felt
that such news should be made
known to the public.)
Mr. Lewis, acting in his official
capacity as city councilman, and
not as commercial manager of
Radio Station WFUL, asked again
for a clarification of the Mayor's
news policy and was told that the
police are insrtucted to report
news to the station. However, Mrs.
Paul Westpheling, manager of
WFUL said today that the no further calls would be made to the
Fulton Ky. police department.
Mrs. Westpheling made this
statement to the News today: "For
the past two years news calls have
been made to the police in Clinton, South Fulton, Hickman and
other point* in the area. At no
time have any of the police officers in those cities complained
that the call was an obstruction of
justice. Curtis Vaughn, sheriff of
Hickman County, and more recently Elmer Mansfield of the
South Fulton police department
daily report police news accurately, efficiently and regularly. The
calls are made at approximately
the same time each day.
"WFUL has received splendid
cooperation from these departments and has even assisted in the
apprehension of law violators
when called upon.
"If reporting news of public record from the police department
of Fulton, Ky. was an obstacle in
discharging the duties of the
police department last week, it is.
certainly the same hazard this
week.
"And if Mayor Tripp would prefer that the call not be made each
morning, it is not the intention of
WFUL to aggravate or to inconvenience the Mayor of the City of
Fulton, Ky."
In other action the city council
reported:
---Fulton County Jailer Earl
Continued On Page FIve

Dog Warden Has
Resiped
Job
444

_Potties, -11T+.
Mks.
County Dog Warden, resigned his
position last week.
At a meeting of the Fiscal
Court at Hickman Tuesday morning, a new Dog Warden was discussed, but before the court
named anyone to the job members preferrel to discuss the matter with the committee to work
with the Dog Warden.
The committee is composed of
Irby Hammond of Cayce, chairman, Roy D. Taylor of Crutchfield, Avery Hancock of Fulton,
Tolbert Dallas of Fulton, Leroy
Gissell of Hickman, G. B. Mangold of Hickman, John Peeler
of Hickman and Bert Yarbro, Sr.,
of Hickman.

James Murphy Everett Has Grand
Champion At Farm Bureau Show
A very large crowd was present at the 26th annual Farm
Bureau Picnic held Wednesday at
the Mengel office site at Hickman.
Shows and exhibits started at
9:30 a. m., with lunch being served at 11:30 a. m.
James Murphy Everett won
the grand championship of the
4-H Club-Future Farmers of
America show, with his Angus
calf. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Everett of Sylvan
Shade.
Pat Dowdy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Dowdy of Fulton,
showed the reserve champion,
and Bobby Shutt of Sylvan
Shade won in showmanship.

Guest Diarist Takes Time Out And Pinch-Hitter Does Her Best
We hoped you enjoyed reading
the Diary of Doings last week,
because we did. Our guest columnist (she won't let us use her
name) is ailing a little this
week, but promises to be back
at the old typewriter next week.
If we may tell you a little about
that columnist its to tell you that
we are as proud as punch of
her ability as a writer and as
a fine young lady. And what's
more as the years move along,
as they inexorably do, some day
we're going to bust with pride
when we say that she was once a
writer for the Fulton County
News. Ella Doyle, (Dope there
we said it) has been putting
sentences to gether since hers
we've been, and its for sure

OrlwOON6
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Restriction Put On Entire
Fulton-Union City Highway,

UNION CITY, Tenn., — The
state commissioner of safety has
ruled the entire nine-mile section of Highway 51 and 45W from
Unioin City to Fulton, Ky.. a 45mile per hour speed zone.
The action by Commissioner
Greg O'Rear came to light here
Tuesday when the new speed
signs were erected in the highway.
original
The commissioner's
order, signed on July 24, closely
followed a series of protests by
Union City officials and leaders
of local, organizations about the
existence of "a virtual speedtrap" between Union City and
Fulton on a section of the highwa zoned at 45. Other sections
were governed by the normal
speed limits of 65 in the daytime, 55 at night. Many felt the
area was inadequately marked
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for the centennial. Failure to
come to Fulton we know must
have been a real disappointment
for both Peggy and J. E. but we
want them to know that just as
soon as possible we hope they
will both come- here for a nice
long visit with all their old
friends who miss them very
much.
McDade Corners will be a very
active place these next few days
sinee the news mine that Tom
and Jean Mare and the two
Engager boys Danr.. Jo and Tommy will arrive in these parts for
a visit. McDade Corners isn't a
big community as communities
go, but there's so much going
Continued on Pups Pour

In the smaller divisions, Ward
Burnette of Fulton had the
grand champion in the Jersey
class.
Dickie Collier of Fulton had
the junior Jersey champion, and
Patty Hixson of Fulton took
away the grand champion Guernsey prize. Ward Burnette won
the showmanship award.
This was the first time in many
years that the Farm Bureau
Picnic has been held at Hickman. In past years the annual
event has been held at the Fairgrounds at Fulton.
Other winners will be announced in next week's issue of The
News.

Tripp Named To Low
Cost Power Group
Mayor Nelson Tripp of Fulton
and E. J. Paxton Jr. of Paducah
were two of the sixteen directors
selected by a nominating committee Thursday night at the twoday meeting of Kentucky Citizens
for Low Cost Power at Cumberland Falls, Ky.
Attending the meeting was
Clyde Williams, Jr., chairman, of
the Fulton Electric Plant Board,
Bert T. Combs Friday pledged
his cooperation to the group. The
Democratic candidate for governor told the group he is "completely sympathetic with the objectives" of the organization.
As the group took its'final form
It *heed Frankfort Mayor John
Gerard as president.

City-Owned Power Systems Provide Tax Relief
And Civic Benefits For Citizens,Report Shows
(Ed't Note: The following news
article, reported by Bill Powell of
the Paducah Sun-Democrat regarding municipal ownership of its electric power system tells vividly the
benefits to be derived from such
ownerships. We think it speaks for
Itself and that you might be interested in some startling facts from
cities that own their electric power
systems.)
Frankfort, Mayor John Gerard told
a "mouth-watering" story of municipal electric system operation at a twoday meeting of Kentucky Citizens for
Low Cost Power at Cumberland Falls
State Park.
The mayor outlined the story of
Frankfort's acquisition of its power
facilities and its operation with Kentucky Utilities Company power. Then
he said, "I'm going to tell you fellows
a story that will make your mouths
water."
He said that Frankfort acquired its
power facilities in April, 1943, for
$1,240,000. The city issued revenue
bonds to pay for the cost, and had 25
years to make the final payment. He
said the debt was completely liquidated in 10 years and three months.
He said that in 1943 the power company was serving 7,902 customers,
against 14,528 getting electric, service
now. He said the increase had heen
chalked up without any significant
rise in population.
In that connection he pointed out
that in the 16 years Frankfort has
operated its own power system, water
consumption has amounted to 16,400,000 KWH, and in 1958, 59,100,000
KWH were sold. Net earnings, he continued, have risen from '139,000 in
1944 to $422,000 in 1958.
Since the system was acquired by
the city, $2,108,000 improvements
have been added to the plant, and the
city has "contributed to the community" a total of $4,495,687, he said.
Although they were not required to
pay taxes, Gerard said the power syslem had paid $56,250 in county taxes
And $397,912 to the city.

He said profits from the electric
plant had built a hospital, parking
facilities, a golf course, swimming
pool and other recreation facilities for
the city.
The electric plant employs 61 persons.
Mayor Gerard attacked the Everett
Bill, which prevents cities from selecting their own source of power supply. "Anyone who reads the bill," he
said,"would know that it is not in the
best interests of the people."
If the Kentucky Utilities can get
such bills through the Legislature he
said, they have "outgrown their
britches."
He urged the Low Power group to
stand together in their fight. He
pointed out that 51 counties !have
shown an interest in the organization
and predicted it would soon cover the
state.
Gerard said the pitiful part about
the rate structure of private power
companies is that "there is little we
can do abodt it." He added that the
organization, when it gets big enough,
might'be able to have some control
over rates.
Dr. W. H. Bryant, Glasgow, who
with E. J. Paxton Jr., Paducah, is cochairman of the group, pointed out
that although electric power is a necessity, "it does not enjoy the freedom
of luxuries. People can choose what
brand of cigarettes or automobiles
they can buy, but they have no choice
in buying power."
David Parish, Madisonville mayor,
also spoke to the organization, outlining the long experience of his city
in the operation of municipal utilities:.
He pointed out that Madisonville
has collected no taxes in six years, deriving all its revenue, except from
parking meters and a $5 automobile
tax, from net receipts of its power and
water departments.
He said all streets in the Hopkins
County seat are paved, the city has
a complete sewer system and has
built two large swimming pools. "We
don't even have a tax collector nor an
assessor," Parish said.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEES

Talking With God
By Arthur L. Hellyer,
Lawyer and Real Estate Consultant
Is it necessary to be on your knees
when you pray? Not at all. For prayer is "talking with God." The posture
or the form aren't the most important
considerations. What counts is that
a person should mean what he says —
and practice it.
Neither does prayer need set words.
Too often pray-ers mechanically repeat words without giving thought to
the meaning and the application of
their prayer in their everyday relations with others.
Too often people repeat memorized
prayers without the true significance
being implanted in their hearts. Prayer, though unlimited in scope, is used
too often by people seeking purely
material things.
Prayer offers people of all creeds,
races and colors a means of acknowledging their dependence upon God.
It Is a leveling process through which
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man submits his will to the will of
God.
In prayer we Omit our sins to God
and ask His forgiveness and helps
Prayer is the means we should frequently usejt\thank God for His
guidance, gifts and mercy. Prayer is
the mirror in which we see ourselves
and others as creatures of God — in
the image of God.
Everybody can talk to God through
prayer any minute of any ,day. Prayer can be offered in several ways: formal prayers or informal prayers, the
latter usually being the spontaneous
expression to God of the feelings and
thoughts of heart and mind; through
silent prayer or meditation one's
thoughts are instantly transmitted to
God.
Our prayers need not be long. One
prayer well said or thought is better
than fifty without complete union
with God.
An excellent "formula" for prayer
was suggested by Joseph Cardinal
Mercier, primate of Belgium during
World War I:

"During five minutes each day,
keep our imagination quiet, shut our
eyes to all things of sense, and close
our ears to all the sounds of the earth.
Doing these things enables us to withdraw into the sanctuary of our soul
and,. speaking to God, express our
love.and adoration for Him and confidence in Him.
"Ask Him to enlighten, guide,
strengthen and console us, to tell us
what we ought to do and promise submission to all that He allows to happen to us and, above all, at all times
and in all things, to show us what is
His will."

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

Mr.Feaffers

the Standard Fruit and Steamship
Company for the past 10 years and
has been district manager of the
office in Indianapolis for three
yeam.
Before going to Indianapolis,
Wayne worked for Standard Fruit
In Fulton.
We would like to congratulate
Wayne, on his wonderful new job.
Wayne, if you and Martha have
trouble spending all the money
you'll be making, you might remember a pore little news gal up
here in Fulton.

•McCONNELL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

A revival meeting will commence at the Church of Christ on
Sunday, August 16th, at 11:00 a.m.
Brother John B. Hardeman of
Obion will deliver the messages.
Services will be held each evening
throughout the week at 7:45. The
public is invited to attend these
series of messages.
The Friendship Club held their
annual barbeque Friday night at
the One 8,1 All Club in Fulton. ApTroubles, troubles, troubles. Just proximately sixty attended.
make
ready
to
about
we
were
as
Mesdames Sam Welch. And
up the paper last Wednesday
Caldafternoon, the ole linotype mach- Jordan. Thad Parrish, L. T.
Miss Anna
ine blew up. It couldn't be fixed well. Mary Cook and
Lou Caldwell attended the revival
and most of the heads were not meeting at the Macedonia Church
corrections
of
the
set and part
of Christ last week. Brother Sidhadn't been made. We pieced the ney Roper, a former minister here,
paper together and finally got out. delivered the messages. Brother
So, if you found any errors in the Roper has many friends throughpaper, just blame it on the lino- out this area and they will be intype machine. It couldn't be help- terested in knowing that he is
ed.
now working with the congregation at Bartlesville, Oklahoma. He
We're not the only people who was with the church at Edmonton,
have troubles though. Thursday Alberta. Cauada for four years.
morning, I went out to the Park
Recent visitors in the home of
Terrace for coffee and found SonMr. and Mrs. Ancil Jordan were:
ny really in a fix. The air-condit- Mr. and Mrs. Presley Adams of
ioner had played out and over St. Louis, (Mrs. Adams is the forthirty Phillip 66 salesmen were in mer Mrs. Opal Hastings), Mr. and
"When awe getting delivery on the new lift trucks
the private dining room having an Mrs. Bill Harris and daughters of
all-day meeting. (They met out Cary, North Carolina. Mrs. Lorin*
there for about 3 days last week.) Thomas of Water Valley, KenSonny rushed out and borrowed a tucky. Mrs. Everett Jordan and
FROM THE FILES:—
bunch of fans for both upstairs children and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
and down stairs.
Jordan of Lansing, Michigan.
The floor of the restaurant beMr. Mike Welch of Newport,
gan to sweat, then the colored Rhode Island and Jacksonville,
woman reported that the dish Florida, is spending his summer
washer wouldn't work.
vacation with his grandparents,
Fulton baseball club, had a birthAugust 11, 031
Mary Kate and Pearl were slip- Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch.
day Tuesday. The players helped
ping all over the place, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joe Welch
H. H. Gibson recently named as
him celebrate by winning a double
fans were causing their hair to and children of St. Louis will arassistant county agricultural agent
header from Hospinsville. Tuesday
stand on end.
rive Saturday to spend their vacaof Fulton and Hickman counties, afternoon and Tuesday night.
On one occasion, Mary Kate was tion with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
arrived in Hickman last week to
serving_a hamburger, and as she Sam Welch and with her mother,
Raymond Peeples, proprietor of
assume his duties. He is a gradpassed by a fan the wind blew the Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby of Fulton.
uate of the University of Kentucky
the Parisian Laundry, sustained
top off the sandwich. Later, Mary
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
torn ligaments in his left foot
and was formerly county agent of
was serving a plate when potato Mack Brown Friday night were:
Hancock county.
Monday of this week, when he
chips started flying over the place. Brothers Liggett and Hilliard of
stepped off the platform at his
Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Elvis Stahr, Jr., Hickman, laundry and turned his foot on a
The Pierce-Harris Community Robey
Ftholes scholar, who recently rebrickbat.
Club met recently at Reelfoot Lake
Mr. and Mrs. James Warmath of
turned from England, has gone to
for a fish fry. There were about 55 St. Louis. Mo. were recent visitors
Dr. Russell Rudd, Deputy GovNew York where he will practice
members and visitors present.
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Newman.
law. He is the only son of E. J. ernor of the Lions Clubs in KenAfter dinner some enjoyed
Little
Miss Lisa
Williams.
Stahr, State Senator of Kentucky. tucky, attended a meeting of the
swimming. The club will meet in daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
District Governor's Cabinet held
August with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Williams of Dallas. Texas, has
Angelina and Her Yodeling
at the Owensboro Hotel in OwensFaulkner.
been spending the last two weeks
boro Sunday.
Cowgirls will give a musical perwith her grandparents, Mr. and
formance at the Science Hall here
We were so glad to see Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williams. and other relAt the regular monthly meeting
Friday night, Aug. 11, starting at
Mrs. W. J. Kingston of Albuquer- atives in this vicinity.
8 o'clock, under the auspices of of the South Fulton council Frique, N. M. last week. They stopMr. and Mrs. Manus Elbert Wilday night water consumers came
the Boy Scouts of Fulton.
ped by the News office to renew liams and daughters of Dallas,
before the council complaining of
their subscription and were ac- Texas, spent the last two weeks
Charlie Eckert, manager of the high-priced water bills.
companied by their young gand- visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
son. The Kingstons' are visiting Manus Williams and sons, and
relatives at Water Valley and other relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch and
• were accompanied to Kentucky by
around town with
their daughter, Mrs. Odell Tidwell Mike were dinner guests of Mri.
and her family.
Effie Sharp of Fulton Saturday
Several well-known ladies have night.
been asked to contribute their
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Moore of
favorite recipe to the cook book Martin visited her sister, Mrs.
the Fulton-South Fulton Business Alfred • Ledbetter and husband,
and Professional Woman's Club is Sunday.
having published for sale here.
Get-Well Wishes are sent to Mr.
Among those asked to contribute 0. T. Cook, who is hospitalized at
recipes are Mrs. Dwight Eisen- the Illinois Central Hospital, Chihower, Mrs. Richard Nixon, Mrs. cago, and to Mr. 0. C. Spence,
Mrs. Helen Damm Johnson of call from his parents. Mr. and
Happy Chandler, Mrs. Harry Lee who is hospitalized at the Kennedy
the Bu-Ron Publishing Company, Mrs. Sam Jones, from BrownsWaterfield. Mrs. Frank Clements General Hospital, Room 34, Memand the Business and Professional ville, Texas Monday morning.
and Mrs. Billie Graham.
phis.
Woman's Club members, want to They were ready to take a plane
We extend our deepest symsincerely thank all the merchants to Mexico City, where they plannpathy to Mr. R. L. LeCornu and
of Fulton and South Fulton for de to visit for about two days,
LINCOLN-TODD QUARREL
family in the passing of their
their splendid cooperation in the then return to Fulton this weekIn the summer of 1841, after brother, Ernest LeCornu.
end. Mr. and Mrs. Jones have been
club's recent cook book project.
quarreling with Mary Tood, AbraMrs. Leon Caldwell and mother,
visiting their son, Jerry, and his
Practically every merchant in
ham Lincoln spent three weeks re- Mrs. Atkison of Union City. visittown took an ad in the book, family in Corpus Christi, Texas
cuperating at Farmington near ed Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and family
and reported that Jerry will rewhich will be published and sold
Louisville.
Saturday afternoon.
by /38rPW club members. This is turn to work next week. Jerry,
the new club's first money-making former Fulton County attorney,
IMIN11111111omesi'
was critically injured in an autoproject and it went over with
mobile accident last January.
much success.

r

Turning Back The Clock—

Burne
Prizes

The herd (
Sons made
the Hopkins,
kinsville last
boys showing
—George Bur
Billy Burnett
Tommy Powe
About 110
the following
Division.
The Burnet
lowing award
1st and 2nd
lit in 2-year
Junion Cha
Senior Cha
Grand Cha
1st prize Ju
1st prize Si
1st, 2nd, an
COWS;

Janior Cha
Senior Chai
Grand Char

Dewel

All typs
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"Covert
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Fulton, Ky.

LET'S RAVI

Meet comple
West Er
immirsommimmi

Ouida Jewell

Was by recently to have a look
through the beautiful new home of
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett out
in South Fulton. Everything is so
lovely, and I enjoyed my visit
very much.
Lovely Miss Mary Ann Bennett,
Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and
Charles Robert Bennett of Fulton, has been selected by the Fulton B&PW club, as their candidate in the Purchase District Fair
Queen Contest at Mayfield. The
contest will be held on Aug. 24
at 7:30, and a queen and four attendants will be chosen to reign
over the fair, assisting in presentation of awards, etc.
Vandals damaged at least two
automobiles last week. One car
was badly damaged. The upholstery was cut to pieces, the cotton
pulled out, the aerial was broken
and the paint on the car was
scratched off in places.
Mud was put in the seat of
another car.
A window in my car was smashed, but I'm hoping that it broke on
its own.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Ruddle and
son moved to their home on West
State Line Saturday. They had
been living at our home for the
past two weeks, and we sure did
hate to see them leave. We fell in
love with their young son. He's
the smartest boy you've ever seen.
He helped mother clean the house
and was much company to us.
Two charming and interesting
young visitors in town this week
are Misses Emily and Louise Stanton of Fort Worth, Texas. They are
here visiting their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baird.
C. D. Jones received a phone

We spent a most enjoyable time
Sunday afternoon at Reelfoot
Lake, with swimming and boat
riding at Magnolia Beach and dinner at Boyette's. It had been quite
some time since my last trip to
Reelfoot and I was surprised how
the place had built up. I have
never seen such a crowd there! I
understand that this summer the
'lake, now a national park, has
broken all records in attendance.
Something I didn't know was that
Martha Smith's sister owns Magnolia Beach. Its very nice!
Some people work their way
through college, but my mother is
working her way to Florida. She's
already got paid her bill for a
week's visit at that swanky hotel
in Miami Beach, where the Centennial Queen and her husband
are staying. The way she's doing
It, is getting insurance prospects.
When she gets a few more thousand dollars worth she can take
her little girl, Ouida, along. She's
done such a good job so far, headquarters of the company she works
for, the Supreme Forest Woodmen
Circle, has asked for her picture
to run in next month's issue of
"Tidings", their national magazine.
We got a surprise visit Thursday from our buddy, Martha Cole,
and her young daughter, Pam, of
Indianapolis, Ind. Martha's husband, Wayne, has accepted a wonderful position with the Effo
Banana Company in New Orleans,
La. Martha and Pam were returning to Indianapolis, after visiting
with her parents at Clinton. When
she has sold their home, she and
Pam will join Wayne in New
Orleans.
Wayne's new position is assistant sales manager of the Effo Banana Company. He has been with

a

For Sale on Tennessee Side

ON FORESTDALE AVENUE. Two bedroom home, storm doors
and windows, fully insulated. Pay owner's equity and assume
F. H. A. loan.
ON FORESTDALE AVENUE. Nice two bedroom home. Extra
large closets. Fall Imminent, central heating. This has a G 1.
4% loan that can be assumed with payments of only 853.00
which includes Insurance and‘
raxes. Call us about down payment; has gas stove that is ticTiided in sales price.
ON TAYLOR STREET. These bodroom home, all modern. This
Is old home that is in excellent condition. If you need a large
house to raise your family this can be bought for $5,000.00 and
I can handle it with $1,000.00 down.
ON VANCIL ST. This is one of better built homes in Fulton,
Brick and life time aluminum siding. 3 bedrooms, family kitchen
with snack bar, utility room, car port, up stairs storage, closet%
have sliding doors. There are many extras in this home that
have to be seen. We are going to sell it below replacement cost.
$12,500.00. Storm doors and windows with yard all fixed.
IN A. S. JOHNSTON SUB-DIVISION. Three bedrooms, central
heating, storm doors and windows. Vacant and ready. $10,500.00.
ON COVINGTON AVENUE. Brick veneer. Two bedroom home,
storm doors and windows, fully insulated has nice yard, convenient to new Henry I. Siegel plant. Has garage that can be
used as Hobby shop or repair business. Has F. H. A. Loan that
can be assumed.
3 MILES FROM FULT0a4. In Obion County. Three bedroom
farm home. Five acres of land. Orchard. T. V. A. Power. Deep
well. School bus runs at your front door. Total price $7,000.00. I
can get a good loan to right man. This has a top location. Drive
out to drive in theatre on Martin Highway, turn left and you
will see our sign in yard. The owners name is Mr. Clark and he
will be happy to show you around.
LET ME HELP YOU WITH YOUR LOAN PROBLEMS!
PHONE 62 — 160 NIGHT

Wick Smith Agency, Inc.
INSURANCE FOR LESS — REAL ESTATE
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Burnettes Win
Prizes In Show

Happy Birthday

The herd of C. N. Burnette &
Sons made a "clean sweep"
at
the Hopkinritille Fair at
Hopkinsville last week. The five 4-H
boys showing the entries
included
-George Burnett, Ward Burnet
te.
Billy Burnette, Don Burnet
te and
Tommy Powell.
About 110 head of Jersies
won
the following shown
in the Cow
Division.
The Burnette herd won the
following award,s:
lit and 2nd in Senior Bull
calf;
lit in 2-year-old bull;
Junion Champion bull;
Senior Champion bull;
Grand Champion bull;
lit prize Junior Calf;
lit prize Senior Calf;
1st. 2nd, and 3rd prizes
in aged
COWS;
Jilnior Champion female
;
Senior Champion female
;
Grand Champion female
.

Dewey Johnson
AU types et Inearaae•

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alesaio
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Three Attend
Regional Camp
"Get up, dear ... You'll be late for work!"

Fulton County
Students Get Degrees
SAVE ! GET our
A faculty meeting for ail teaWe are sorry Mrs. ?rankle Mc- chers in the Fulton City School
PACKAGE DEAL
Rick Ares
Clellan is a patient in the Jones system will be held in the Fulton
"Covering everything" _
Clinic in Fulton. We wish her a High School building on WednesUS 51 in crossing the westernspeedy recovery.
day morning, Aug. 26, at 9 o'clock
most
tip
of Kentucky passes
411 Lake et.
according to Superintendent W. L.
We
are
happy
Harold
throug
Hampton
h an area rich in agricultFulton. Ky.
Holland.
nose MO ural
who
has
been
in
Kenne
dy Hosproducts and replete with
On Thursday, Aug. 27, at 9 a.m.
pital in Memphis Tenn. is home
historical associations.
and is able to be out some and grades one through six will convene in Milton. Terry, and Carr.
visiting with old friends again.
urns HAVE A rAzi7
Last weeks guests of Mr. and Books will be on sale for these
Yew Favorite Beverages
Mrs. Johnnie Stayton and family grades only at the book store on
were her sister and husband Mr. this date. Book store will be openand Mrs. Henry Fry and children ed at 9 a. m. Terry and Milton
will sell books at the school.
of Michigan City. Ind.
Friday. Aug. 28, at 9 a. m. grades
Little Kent Jackson of Fulton,
Ky. spent last week with his seven through twelve will convene
grandmother Mrs. Ruth Cloys at Milton, Carr, and Fulton High
while his parents Mr. and Mrs. School. Book store will be open
Most complete stock in
Ray
Jackson were on tbeir vaca- for business. Tha health examina441-44
Lake
Street
West Kentuce.,
tions for the faculty and other
tion.
Fulton, Ky.
The revival meeting will begin members of the school staff will
/as
at the Cayce Methodist Church be in the afternoon at 1 o'clock.
Sunday, August 16th with Rev. at the Fulton Health Center. You
Cooley as the visiting minister. He may use the proper form filled
is a former pastor of the church. out by your private physician if
Everyone will be glad to hear him you so desire. Forms may be obagain. Everyone is invited to at- tained at the Health Center.
On Monday, Aug. 31, at 9 a. m.,
tend.
Miss Mary Ann Simpson student there will be school for all grades
at Murray College is spending the till noon.
A qualified technician
Tuesday, Sept. 1. at the regu• lar
next 3 weeks with her parents Mr.
with specially - designed
hour, the first full day of school
and Mrs. A. Simpson.
equipment will make that
Last weeks guest of Mr. and will begin with lunch in the caferepair correctly . . . the
Mrs. Overby were their daugh- teria. The rest of the week will
ter Mrs. Cecil Tyson and daugh- follow this pattern.
first time. Pickup and deMonday. Sept. 7. Labor Day,
ter of Jessup. Georgia and Mrs.
livery.
Robert Hendrix and Bobbie Sue will be the first school holiday.
of Newbern. Tenn.
Antennas Installed
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Overby left
Sunday for Florence, Ala. for a
visit with their daughter and family.
Mrs. Maurice Bondurant is taking a study course for the mis306 Maln Street
sionary society at Lamburt College
Phone 307
in Jackson. Tenr.i. this week.

WINE

CAYCE NEWS

Clarice Bondurant-

LIQUORS

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!

We are having real summer
weather, which is too hot to be
comfortable.
Mrs. Lillian Howard is seriously ill and not expected to live
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Moore and
James Earl were Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. McGuire, Mr. and Mr,. Paul
Cathey and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and
Randal of Lone Oak called on her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Herndon and
Belinda returned to their home
in Bowling Green Sunday after
a
weeks vacation in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
and Mr. Sam were visitors of Mr.
W. L. Rowland and Allie Sunda
y
p.a.
Mrs. Eunice Johnson, of Akron
is visiting her brother and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
other relatives and friends here.
Mesdames Hattie Hainline and
Marguerite Stephens were guests
of the Tremon Rickman's Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
Larry visited in Paducah over
the
weekerdi.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowland
and Daryl of LaCenter had Sunday dinner with his grand Dad and
Aunt Mr. W.L. Rowland and AWe.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carr spent
the weekend in Mo. at the bedside
of her mother who is ill.
The condition of Mr. Oley Hendley is no better.
Mrs. Pearl Cooley and Lee
Johnson of Fulton were guest of
Oliver Taylors one day last week.

Miss Anderson
Honored At Coffee

HOUSE OF GRANT
Near Berea is a house whert
Gen U. S. Grant lived for a while
during the Civil War. It is owned
Miss Claudette Owens of Water by Berea College.
Valley was hostess at a supper
recently,
complimenting
h e r We have complete stocks
guest, Miss Cheryl Alexander of
Dickson, Teen.
Those attending included: Miss
Betty Inman, Miss Sandra Mcfor HOME and FARM
Alister, Ronnie Moss, Jerry Robertson, Luther Laws, Michael ElMaine.
liott, the honoree and the hostess.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
resit th e Classified Ads
PHONE 201
FULTON

Dayton Melts

•

FARM FOR SALE
51 Acre farm; six room house with bath.
Good out-buildings.
Located a half-mile south of Dukedom on
Dresden highway.

EDGAR REEVES
Dukedom, Tenn.

Phone 69

THE PEOPLE'S
\, CHOICE!
6
YEARS
OLD

$455

Also erdiabla OLD DEUR Kill Settled
hi Reek 4 yaw, 100 proof whiskey

90PROOF

SERVICE
REPAIR

FIFIN
MPH
$2.1111
MAU PINt...51.45
MART —U30

HEAVEN HILL DISTIt t FRIES INC
•.• ..r.•

You Just Can't Beat a LEEDS HOME
.....for Downright VALUE!

Roper Television

FARM TRUCK SAVINGS START
WITH FORD!
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Compare! A genuine LEEDS HOME is far and away your best
buy! Don't deny your family a home . . . a LEEDS HOME!
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"BRING YOUR DEED . . . .
THAT'S ALL YOU NEED"

These outstanding features show why:

Lowest-priced "two-tonner"
-Six or V-8!
. And Ford's F-600 gives you
more
payload and spring capacity
than
ether popular makes!

,
1 a

.41/
717,7

4

You'd expect this '59 Ford to coot
you more-not
less-than other two-ton trucks!
You start with
the highest standard spring capacit
y of the four
leading makes. And you have
up to 1,000 pounds
of extra payload, big service
brakes, plus a new
internal shoe parking brake with
50% more holding power. Yet a comparison
of factory suggested
prices shows that, Six or V-8,
Ford's F-600 is
the lstasn-priced two-tonner
there isl

Cortilleill 23.2% own MPG PI». the averope
of other leoding pickups In tests conducted

by
Arner.co s foremost independent retioorch orgperrit
'chord '59 Ford Sines beat every other one-holl
'on p.ckvp in oo mileage in every MR, COMO
novri Soo MG certified record —end ds+ve the
_up economy choeepl

(kin k nskins Ike inisinge and

1

FORD TRUCKS COST LESS
L.A./.

MN 10 OWN... Mil PO

USI LON1111, 1001

• Expert Workmanship.
• Nationally known materials, Western cedar shakes,
Rusco aluminum windows throughout, Glidden
paints.
• Difficult outside work is done, inside is ready for
you to finish.
• Savings are TREMENDOUS!
• Paid in full in just 60 months.
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VARDEN - MILDER MOTOR COMPANY
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LEEDS HOMES of MEMPHIS. INC.
117117 Lamar Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
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LAKE STREET, EXTENDED
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August 13: Tommy Powell.
Phyllis Brodberry, Chester Merrell, David Warren SIMS. Aug. 14:
Mrs. Ellis Heathcott, Clint Thompson. August 15: Daisy Terry, Terry
Smith, Roy Parkhill, Glenn Worley, Jimitiy Hancock, Jim Vowel!.
August 16: Billy Gregory, Larry
Wade, August 17: Ernestine Hill,
Sam Short, Harold Weldon, Helen
Strange, Mrs. Clyde Williams Jr.
August It: James McDaniel, Mrs:
Laura Hahn, Mrs. Sallie Rice,
Lawan Speight, Win Whitnel,
August 19: Bobby Cursey, Mrs. J.
M. Johnson, Mrs. John Bowers.
Gene Vancil, Gene Dowdy, August 20: Robert W. Bushart, II, Mrs.
R. C. Pickering, Ray Graham,
and Mrs. W. P. Hughes.

On Friday two delegates from
Fulton County and their leader.
Miss Catherine Wilson, left for
Washington, D. C. to attend Regional Camp. Delegates were Matte
Wilbourn and Alfonza Waters.
They joined the other Kentucky
delegation at Lexington. Four
boys, four girls and two leaders
made up the Kentucky delegation.

grapoillititairsimaratioeseese

Call Collect (No Obligation) FA 4-2173
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Barbara Davisson Of Memphis
To Be Married To John W.Tosh

The News repores your - - - -

A fall wedding is planned by
Ann Davisson,
Miss Barbara
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Ashley Davisson 0( 107 East Parkway South, Memphis, and John
Williams Tosh of Memphis. son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ethwald Tosh of Fulton, Ky..
The wedding will be Nov. 7 at
Bellevue Baptist Church in Memphis.
Miss Davisson attended the
University of Michigan and received her bachelor of arts degree
from Memphis State University
where she also did graduate work.
At Memphis State she was a member of Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority, the Psychology Club, Arabesque Club, newspaper staff,
Sock and Buskin and the Choral
Singers, and was a Student Government representative.

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merrysTray
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Continued from Page One
on out there most of the time
that it runs Grand Central Station a mighty close second. Inhabitants of the Corners are
the Mace McDades, the Horton
Bair& and the Hendon Wrights.
Don
Midshipman
with
And
Wright home from the Naval
Academy until September, you'd
better observe the traffic signals
at that busy plot of earth near
the Derby Cafe.
The Harry Murphys and other
old friends are enjoying a nice
visit with Martha Buckner Reynolds of Nashville, who is always
a welcome guest in Fulton. Martha is a house guest of Harry
and Marian Murphy.
There was the usual gay activities preceding the SawyerHelmbrecht nuptials last Sunday.
A
miscellaneous gift shower
last week with Mrs. J. A. Hemphill, Mrs. R. L. Jackson, Mrs.
Orian Winstead and Miss Marjorie Holder as hostesses
as
lots of fun. So was the linen
shower and canasta party at. the
Tucker Brown home in Highlands with Mrs. Brown and
Brenda Mrs. Charles Sawyer and
Margaret Ann Newton serving
up the honors or Sue. Then the
Fred Sawyers, parents of youknow-who, were hosts at the re-

hearaal dinner. We're sorry that
Sue's wedding is not published
in this week's paper, but the
account of the beautiful ceremonies was handed to us on
Wednesday afternoon and IWO
were almost on the press. Well
have it for you next week,
though and maybe a beautiful
picture of Sue, maybe Leroy, too.
And how busy thaw brides-tobe have been. Mozelle and Betty
Gregory were hostesses to a
sumptuous luncheon
honoring
Lucy Anderson and Beverly Hill,
who will be middle-aisling it
pretty soon. A couple of "bachelors" around town served up
some real, de-e-e-e-licious barbecue for Lucy Anderson and
Charles Wade Andrews last Friday. Those bachelors donning the
chef's caps were Max McDade
and Charles Binford.
And along the social calendar
for a party here, a party there
your diarist learned that: Mrs.
Robert Burrow, Miss Andy DeMyer and Mrs. William Hinkle
were hostesses to a morning
party for' Lucy. . . Mrs. S. D.
Cherry and Kay Cherry, Mrs. R.
E. Hyland, and Jean, Mrs. Smith
Brown and her daughter Mrs,
Don Heine, Mrs. C. K Jackson
and Mrs. Thomas Exurn all joined for a real "fun" luncheon

For A Nice, Friendly Atmosphere
—Plus fine food and courteous service, the
next time you dine out, try the beautiful

PARK TERRACE
RESTAURANT
In South Fulton on the Martin Highway
You are always welcome
Sonny Puckeft and Stanley Jones, Owners

NOTEBOOK—
Continued from Page One
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
I wish I had known personally
some of the early members of the
congregation; how long it took to
raise the money to build the
church, how many members there
were, and how many members of
the first early families still attend
the church.

MISS TUNE

Miss Joan Tune And Michael Homra
Plan September Wedding Here
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy N. Parker of Union City, Route No. 4,
are announcing the engagement
of their granddaughter, Miss Joan
Delores Tune, to Don Michael
Homra of Fulton, Kentucky.
Miss Tune is the daughter of
Mrs. S. T. Black of Martin, Tennessee, and H. J. Tune of Union
City, and the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Tune also of
Union City.
She was an honor graduate of
South Fulton High School, Class
of 1958. She shared Valedictory

honors of her class, and was
co-editor of the school annual.
Mr. Homra is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Homra of Fulton, and the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. John Noltel also of Fulton.
He is a graduate of Fulton High
School, class of 1955. He is now
associated with his father in business.
The wedding will take place at
the First Methodist Church in
Fulton, Sunday, September 20,
1959, at three o'clock in the afternoon.

last Friday for Beverly . . . and
then Beverly again was the inspiration for another party last
week, an al fresco one, when
Mrs. Bob Brown, Mrs. Enoch
Campbell, Mrs. Harry L. Bushart and Mrs. Walter Voelpel
arranged all the trimmings.

ing with friends and relatives
in Water Valley . . . 'tis a fond
Farewell that we bid the Don Hill
family who moved to Memphis
last week . . . and last Friday
the "Derby Crowd" had a luncheon for Erin with Pearlee Hogan
and Elizabeth Joyner, hostesses.

Betty Gregory, whose Wedding
to Charles Binford is fast approaching was the lovely honoree
at a breakfast last week when
Martin, Mrs.
Mrs. Mansfield
James Warren and Mrs. Charles
W. Burrow were the hostesses.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reams
and daughter, Peggy, were honored guests at an elaborate dinner party in Memphis last week.
given by WIVICT in its milliondollar studios.

The W. W. Jones and Sons Funeral Home
will continue to operate as in the past.
We will strive to serve you to the best of our
ability and will appreciate your giving us an
opportunity to serve you when the need arises.

W. W.Jones and Sons
Funeral Nome
Truett Jones Mr.and Mrs.V.A.Richardson
Martin,Ten.

The following were patients in
hospitals Wednesday
She was chosen Freshman Girl the local
August 12.
of the Year at the University of morning,
Michigan, and was named Sweet- Fulton Hospital:
heart of Sigma Chi Fraternity at
Mrs. Forrest McAlister and
the University of Oklahoma.
Mr. Tosh is a resident in sur- baby, Mrs. Smith Taylor and
gery at John Gaston Hospital and baby, Mrs. Claude Presley, Mrs.
director of student activities at Ellis Heathcock, S. .1. Basham,
Mrs. James Hall and baby. Mrs.Baptist Memorial Hospital.
He received his bachlor of J. B. Barclay, Mrs. Clarice Thorpe,
science degree from Murray State Luther Hughes. Mrs. Lewis B.
College at Murray, Ky., his visual Jones, Mrs. James McDaniels, Mrs.
optics and doctor of optometry Stella Glover, Mrs. Wilson Outdegrees from Northern College of land, Mrs. Beatrice Via, Mrs. Mike
of
Optometry in Chicago and his Fry, and Mrs. Joe Jones, all
medical degree from the Univer- Fuiton. Glynn Byrd, Crutchfield,
sity of Tennessee College of Med- Mrs. Edward Yates and baby,
Water Valley; Mrs. S. C. Ford,
icine in Memphis.
Turner,
He is a member of Beta Beta Dukedom; James C.
Fraternity, Tomb and Key, hon- Crutchfield; Maggie Alexander,
Jackson,
orary scholastic fraternity and Crutchfield; Mrs. Glenn
Mayo,
Alpha Kappa Alpha medical fra- Clinton; Mrs. Rebecca
Dukedom; Mrs. Ovie Farmer,
ternity.
Clinton; Jessie Hicks, Water Valley , Cleve Stroud, Clinton.
BONDS ARE SOLD
JONES HOSPITAL:
During June the sale of Series
Ed Ed Bethel, J. H. Lows, Mrs.
E and H Savings Bonds in Fulton
County amounted to $30,956. This Mary Samuel, Mrs. Jimmy Hudraised the cumulative figure for son, and baby, Mrs. Hollis Walkthe first six months in $157,212. er and baby, all of Fulton; Roy
Hutchenson, Crutchfield; Mrs. T.
The County's goal is $354,750.
A. McClellan. Cayce.
SCHOOL TO OPEN
South Fulton school will open
on Aug. 21 with registration day
of all students, accIrding to
Principal Lester Betty. Sept. 7
(Labor Day) will be a holiday
with classes resumed the next
day.
PONE
CANNON BALLS

According to tradition many of
the cannon balls used in the War
Tri-State Marker
of 1812 were made in Clay City.
There is a trail leading to the site of the once prosperous Red
tri-state marker, showing Ken- River Iron Works in Powell
tucky, Tennessee and Virginia. county.

Hillview Hospital:
L. 13. Brooks. Noah Clark, Mrs.
Claudie Wheeler. Mrs. Maggie
Wadlington, E. C. Hawkins. Mr.
and Mrs. William Forrester, Mrs.
Garrett Kimbell. Mrs. Junior
Omck, Mrs. Mildred Lewis, 0. K.
Gurley, all of Fulton; J. W. Jona*
Pilot Oak, Larry Gossum. Pilot
Oal Mrs. Kathryn Sheron, Dukedom.
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VISIT IN CAIRO
Mrs. Alex Khourte and son.
Edmund, have returned home
after spending a few days in
her daughter,
Cairo, visiting
Mrs. Fred Khourie and family.

HIT PAMDE OF FOODS _ _
FIT FORA RING

CHIC.

.11111MMIMM

a

NOW SERVE
Yourself Cafeteria Style from 11 till 2 P. M.
The Only Cafeteria In Fulton
Fast Service - Fine Foods
Low Prices

TA(

COUNCE DRIVE-IN
Open 4 A. M. UU 9 P. M.

The Fulton Country Club was
and busy as could be
Here and There: Mn. J. W. as happy
the local ladies
when
Tuesday
home
her
to
returned
Yates has
were hostesses to golfers from
in Orlando, Florida after visitJackson, Dyersburg, Humboldt
and Union City. While we were
unable to get the complete list
of winners, we can say that some
mighty torrid scores were turned
in with Agnes Bennett of Union City being declared the
day's top golfer.

To The Public

Phone 390

Some day, believe me, I am going to take time off to satisfy my
almost insatiable curiosity about a
lot of early Fulton history by taking time out to read, do research
and write about it from the standpoint of a newcomer come to live
among some mightly wonderful
people with some mightly wonderful history to their credit.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Joyce Gibson,
Joe Ed Garrison
Wed On Aug. 1st
Miss Joyce Gibson. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Gibson of
Route 2. and Joe Ed Garrison, son
ounty Sheriff and
of Fulton
Mrs. "Red" ?incon of Route 2,
were married by -County Judge
J. C. Bondurant Saturday afternoon, Aug. I, Attendants were
Mrs. Ruth Ann Greer and Bill
Oliver.
The bride wore a blue organdy
frock and had white accessories.
The groom, stationed with the U.
S. Navy in Charleston, S. C. will
be in Hickman on furlough until
Aug. 8. Mrs. Garrison will remain
in Hickman where she is employed at the Hickman Garment Company.

Laura Fern Hayes
To Marry Lex White
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Haynes
of Fulton, Route 1, announce
the engagement and approaching
marrilIge of their only daughter,
Laura Fern, to Lex White, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lex White,
Sr., of Crossville, Ill.
Miss Haynes is a graduate of
Clinton High School, class of
1957. She attended Murray State
College and was graduated from
the National School of Aeronautics in Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. White attended Murray
State College, where he is majoring in business adminstration.
He is now employed with the
Sun Oil Company.
The wedding an went of Aug.
29, will be solemnized at Union
Cumberland Presbyteriain church
at 2.30 p. m. No formal invitations are being issued. All friends
and relatives are invited to attend

Fulton
ACROSS FROM NEW SIEGEL PLANT

Martin Highway
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—R
—R
—V
100/
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BIGGER SAVINGS
THIN EVER MORE!

LADIES SUMMER DRESSES

$3.00

VALUES To $10 $18

ROLL-UP SLEEVE BLOUSES

$1.00

LADIES SKIRTS

One Rack Odds At Ends

LADIES SHOES.

One Group Val, To $8.98

.$1.00
$3.00

BOY'S DUNGAREES.

Double Knee

2 for $3.00

DRIP DRY PRINTS

New Fall Patterns

2 yd.$1.00

BOY ANKLETS

5 pair $1.00

SEE THE LARGE SELECTION OF BACK-TO-SCHOOL
FASHIONS AND SHOES NOW IN STOCK.

HASNOW
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WFUL CEASES—
Continued from Page One
Tibbs appeared before the council
again, concerning a food bill owed him for feeding prisoners
brought to the county jail from
Fulton. Mr. Tibbs contends the city
S. E. Holly, Office Manager of
owes the bill, and the City Counthe Fulton ASC County Commitcil believes the county owes it.
tee, announced today that Roy D.
Napoleon Lee Reeves of Fulton, City Attorney James Warren asTaylor, Regular Member of the
died suddenly Tuesday sured •Mr. Tibbs that the suit,
Fulton County ASC Committee, Route 3,
morning at 8 at Jones Hospital which the city is filing against
had offered his resignation. Mr.
the county over the matter, will
Taylor's reason for resigning was He was 81.
be filed this week and that Circuit
Reeves,
a
dairy
farmer,
was
Mr.
business
going
into
he
was
that
Elvis Stahr should hand
which would require his full time. born in Weakley County Jan. 25, Judge
Martin Conder was the duly 1878, son of the late George W. down a decision during the September term of court.
elected First Alternate. Mr. Con- and Laura Arnold Reeves.
--Citizens from
Missionary
der will begin his official duties as
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Dessie
a Regular Member of the county B. Reeves; a step-son, S. S. Buford Bottom, with Mose Patton as
committee Monday, August 10th. of Lemon Grove, Calif.; a step- spokesman, appeared before the
Mr. Conder is • former member daughter, Mrs. Brady Inman of council and complained about the
of the ASC Committee and lives Corsican, Texas; four brothers, need for more water pipes in the
in the Delta Area. West of Hick- Everette and James C. Reeves, Bottoms. Patton said that they had
man.
both of Caruthersville, Mo., Bur- been trying to get the city to do
en Reeves of Beverly Hills, Calif., something about the matter for
and Judge Oliver Reeves of the past 25 years. It was pointed
BUYS INTSIEST
out that when there's a flood, the
Roy D. Taylor is purchasing Evansville, Ind.; and several nieces
water pipes, in the area break,
the interest o the late Roper and nephews, including Fred Saw- and at all times when one family
Fields • in the Atkins, Holman, yer of Fulton.
Funeral services will be held at does laundry at least seven famHarry Roberts Jr., Clinton attorField Insurance Agency, and will
chapel in ilies have to do without water.
ney, is the Democratic nominee
begin service with the firm in Whitnel Funeral Home
The council promised to remedy for commonwealth's attorney of
Fulton, Thursday at 10 a. an.
the near future.
Burial will be in Obion County the situation when they could bor- the First Judicial District.
Memorial Gardens. Bro. Oliver row money.
He was nominated unanimously
Cunningham will officiate.
--- Ernest Fall, local insurance Friday by the executive board of
The pallbearers will be Charles agent, whose business is located the Democratic district commitFaits& - Union City highway
Reams, J. D. McKinney, Jim Edd on Main Street, suggested to the tee. The board is composed of
Two Big First Run Attractions Reeves, Leroy Hastings, Garrett
council that the storm sewers be party chairmen of the five counfor the Union City Area.
Kimbell and William Smith.
cleaned out. He was of the opinion ties in the judicial district. The
Starts Friday. August 14 — Thru
this was the reason that water got counties are Hickman, Fulton,
—Thursday, August 20.
into several business places on Carlisle, Ballard and Graves.
Adastwies This Engagement Only
The nomination virtually asMain Street, during the recent
—ADULTS 75e
heavy rain, when the streets were sures Roberts of election to the
Children under 12 free when in
commonwealth's attorney post
flooded.
car
made vacant by the death of
Mr.
instructed
The
council
(Starts at 11:*)
Flavious B. Martin of Mayfield.
squirrel
the
opening
of
The
1959
sewers
with
clean
out
the
Brady
to
ANATOMY OF A DIVIDER
season has been moved from Aug. the fire hose, something that has The Clinton attorney is serving
with James Stewart
in that capacity now by goverStarts Fri-Sun-Mon-Tues-Wed- 15 to Aug. 29, so announced the been neglected.
nor's appointment. There are three
Fish and Wildlife Commission.
---Ward Johnson said that it more years of Mr. Martin's unThur at 7:00
The bag and possession limits had been reported to him that
Starts Saturday at 7:00 and 11:10
this year remain the same as last there are people who are dumping expired term.
Also
The nomination of Roberts to
year — six per day or 12 after two their garbage at the city dump.
CHICAGO CONFIDENTIAL
succeed Mr. Martin came at a
or more days of hunting.
with Brian Keith
The council said that this is pro- meeting of the district executive
hibited.
board which was held in the
---There were two representa- Merit clubhouse at Mayfield Fritives of the M. A. Saunders Bond- day morning. The meeting was
ing Company of Memphis present, called by Will J. Bennett of Mayand several ordinances were read field, chairman of the board.
by Attorney Warren and approved
A native of Hickman County,
by the council, concerning the is- Roberts served 12 years as Hicksuance of bonds for Improvements man County attoreny before he
to gas system and the water and was appointed to succeed Mr. Marsewer system.
tin on July 5. He operates a 1,000--Also, an ordinance was read acre cattle farm near Clinton.
and approved on the new and increased rates in the water and DITCHES & DOLLARS—
sewer services. This will go into
Continued from Page One
All dogs must wear a tag. Get yours from
effect on Oct. 1.
division that would produce tax
--August 31 is the date set for
money.
the date of bonds for the improveb. If Dr. Connaughton assumes
ment of the water and sewer systhe responsibility for the necestem,
and
the
gas
system.
at the
sary installations to the area,
The amount of bonds to be issu- there is some doubt that a commitFULTON CITY HALL
ed for the improvement of the gas ment made by the present council
system is $70.000.
TAGS ARE PAST DUE — EXPIRED JUNE 30
would be binding on he part of
---The contract between the future councils.
Highlands Water Commission and
A committee composed of Bobby
the City of Fulton was read and Matthews, Ed Neely and Gene
approved.
Copeland is studying the matter
--J. 0. Lewis told the council and the Council agreed to meet
members of the meeting of local next week to discuss legal and
merchants concerning the creek other aspects of the project.
In othr action the City Council
and that it was decided to contact
the Kentucky Highway Depart- discussed:
II .JI 1•1 S dll Ili
--Ditching and high water proment and ask for a survey to determine what could be done to blems in low areas and landslides
prevent Harris Fork Creek from and mud banks in high areas.
---Agreed to renew the power
flooding periodically.
Atli STARS 1001 IHRILLSViit
---Mr. Lewis was appointed by franchise with the Weakley Counthz council to work with the com- ty Municipal Electric system until
mittee appointed Friday night, and January 1. 1960. The 120-day
for him to do anything he could franchise entered into with the
power distributor has expired, yet
on the matter.
Mr. Lewis also issued a com- negotiations are active to secure
M ALUM MAIO PIMA
plaint by the Tom Mahans, the TVA power for South Fulton.
---Agreed to take under adviseJack Moores and Trinity Episcopal Church, all located on Vine ment the need for adding police
Street. for not having any sewer help on Fridays and Saturdays to
take care of the mounting inciin that section of Vine.
Councilman Ward Johnson ask- dents of disturbances in some
ed about the blacktopping of State areas.
---Announced a concerted drive
Line Road and Councilman Smith
Atkins assured the council that it to stop speeding on Collingwood
Drive.
was to be done soon.
Agreed to install a minimum,
City Attorney James Warren
said that the suit against the Ful- number of street lights in the
ton policemen and the city, filed Burcham edition.
---Set the third Tuesday in
by Roman Bennett, would probably be tried during the Sepem- October as the date for the primary board to meet to select canber term of court.
didates for Mayor and Councilmen
read the Classified Ads
in the December election.
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Services For
Lee Reeves To
Be Held Thursday

Taylor Resigns
As Committeeman

Roberts Is
Demo Nominee

STARLITE Drive-In

AND
With U-TOTE-EM
Every Day Low Prices
With Top Value
- Stamp For FREE Gifts
With tl-TOTE-EN
-Coupons --- Every Week
175 FREE TOP VALUE STAMPS
With Purchase Of The 4 Items Below
And
NO COUPONS ARE NECESSARY!

Save
Save
Save

Squirrel Season
From Aug. 15-29

NOTICE
DOG TAGS
are on sale at the Fulton Police
Station.
Fire Chief Nemo Williams

IF

SO BIG — -Held over 17IRIJ
SATURDAY!

ULTCIN

—Victor Mature
—Red Buttons
—Rhonda Fleming
—Vincent Price in

THE EtIC
tClIFICUS

—SUNDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY—

Champagne

Support

FREE 50 Top Value Stamp with

FREE 50 Top Value Stamp with

Purchase of 25 Lb. Dixie Treat

Purchase of Pint Cole's

$1.99

FLOUR

FREE 25 Top Value Stamp with

Purchase of 32 oz. Pkg. Clover-

Purchase of Pkg. of 12's Reg.

leaf

Jr., Super

69c

MILK
MERIT

OLEO
SAVE 15 1/2c
With This
COUPON
FRESH PORK
BOSTON
BUTTS Lb.

39

m•

F-

gala 504
-''a'

FIGHT TOOTH DECAY
ALL DAY!

•MERIT OLEO

1 LB. Crtn.

WORLD'S LARGEST
SELLING TOOTHPASTE

(Also)
BRUSHING
WITH COLGATE
HELPS PROTECT
YOU ALL
DAY Low!

"FAREWELL TO ARMS"
with Rock Hudson and Jennifer Jones
•

3c.

'With This Coupon and $3.00 Additional i
!Purchase At U-TOTE-EM Thru Sat. Aug. 15th 1
ONE LIMIT PER PERSON
L.._
I= MA

_

Corn

=19

- • WILDROC.
CREAM O.,

RCONCiety
SIZE

4 Cans
6 Cans
No.383

$1

WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL
Keeps Hair Groomed Longed
Makes Hair Feel Stronger!

59I

than hair groomed
an ordinary way!

•iek,Trod. hi,. I. RIF Trade AAA

with Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward

mosi

U-TOTE EM

PR of ILL

"RALLY ROUND THE FLAG BOYS"

Also — News & Color Cartoon

with coupon and purchase below

eaches

WHILE YOU

Friday-Saturday and Sunday Aug. 14-15-16

1 Lb.

P

WITH

...Then you'll love this
luscious love-arid-laugh
hit from M-G-M I

45c

O'SACE BIG Size 2 1/2 Can

STOP
BAD BREATH
COLGATE

MARTIN HIGHWAY

KOTEX

NO COUPONS NECESSARY — 175 FREE TOP VALUE STAMPS

SIM SIZE

LOCATED I% MILES SOUTH OF FULTON ON THE

39c

FREE 50 Top Value Stamp with

cream deodorant

FULTON DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

PINE OIL

PLUS TAX

"You can always ten a Halo Girt"
Give your hair that shiny
smooth"Look-again Look"!

HALO SHAMPOO gild
'
MODOHN HALO MIKAIWITY •OTTLE • • • VIP
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Forrest Ladd

DEATHS

Avis Barber

W.F. Polsgrove

Avis Barber of Latham, who
died suddenly Sunday at 10:30 a.
m. at the Sandy Branch Primitive
Baptist Church, while parking his
car at the dedication service at
the church. Jackson Brothers
ambulance rushed to him, but he
was dead upon its arrival. He was
53.
Mr. Barber was born Dec. 18,
1905, in Weakley County, Tenn.,
son of James and Nola King Barber.
Mr. Barber was employed at
Martin.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Nettie
B. Barber of Latham; his mother,
Mrs. Nola Barber of Fulton, Route
5; five brothers, Homer, Chester
and Clemmie Barber of St. Louis,
Dewey Barber of Martin, Route 3,
and Cecil Barber of Fulton, Route
5; four sisters, Mrs. Etta Bowlin
and Mrs. Marlin Harris of St.
Louis, Mrs. Minnie Mansfield of
Chicago and Mrs. Finis Mansfield
of Fulton, Route 5.
He was a member and also a
deacon of Sandy Branch Primitive
Baptist Church.
Services were held at the Sandy
Branch Primitive Baptist Church
Tuesday at 2 p. m. The Rev. M. D.
McCutchins of Booneville, Miss.
officiated. Burial vu in the
church cemetery, under direction
of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom.

William Fon Polsgrove, farmer
of Harris community, died Saturday night at ()Won County Hospital. He was 74,
Services; were held at 2 Monday
afternoon at the White-Ranson
Funeral Home at Union City. The
Rev. James Rose officiated, assisted by the Rev. Warren Jones.
Burial was in Obion County Memorial Gardens,
Mr. Polsgrove was a lifelong resident of Obion County and had
farmed the same land since 1919.
He was a Baptist.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Willie
Dee Fowlkes Polsgrove; three
sons, William H. Polsgrove and 0.
Almus Polsgrove, both of South
Fulton, Tenn., and Bodie Polsgrove
of Mansfield, Tenn.; two brothers,
Lon Polsgrove of Bethel community and 0. E. Polsgrove of Rives,
Tenn.; a sister, Mrs. Herne McDaniel of Union, and three grandchildren.

Forrest Ladd, a former state
senator and the Tennessee Jaycees' "Young Man
Year" in
1952, was-feund dead Wednesdiy
Services were held Sunday at night in a hotel swimming pool at
2:30 at the Old Bethel Primitive San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Baptist Church, for Billy Fuqua
not immediately deterIt
of near Wingo, who died at the
horse of his son, Jesse Fuqua at mined 'Whether he drowned or was
5 p. m. Saturday. Bro. James stricken by a heart attack.
Ladd. 43, and his wife had gone
Thedford officiated. Burial was in
Pinaew Cemetery near Pahnore, to San Juan as guests of Gov.
under direction of Jackson Broth- Buford Ellington, who was attending the National Governors' coners Funeral Home of Dukedom.
Mr. Fuqua, who was 92, died in ference there. His death was reported by Ellington, a close friend,
his sleep, after a short illness.
Mr. Fuqua's wife, Mrs. Gertrude in a telephone call to friends in
Memphis.
Fuqua, died in 1948. Don Binkley, the governor's
He was a retired farmer and a press secretary, said Ladd went
member of the Old Bethel Prim- swimming alone after the conferitive Baptist Church.
ence ended while Mrs. Ladd reMr. Fuqua leaves two sons, mained in their room packing for
Jesse and John Fuqua, both of a return flight home.
Wingo, Route 2; three daughters,
His body was found at the botMrs. Weaver Thacker, Mrs. Albert tom
the pool in eight feet of
Weatherford, both of Wingo, Route water.
2, and Mrs. Stephen Saghy of
Ladd served in the 1951 and
Royal Oak, Mich., and several 1953 Legislatures. He was vice
grandchildren.
president of a Memphis building
materials firm, and vice president
of the Memphis Chamber-of Commerce.
Born at Monkey's Eyeorown,
Ky., near Paducah, Ladd graduated from Western Kentucky State
college at Bowling Green. He served three and a half years in the
Mrs. T. H. Samons, 80, former
Navy in World War II and was
resident of this community, died
discharged a Lieutenant.
Mr. Ladd was formerly of Ful- Friday morning at the home of
her daughter. Mrs. E. E. Locke in
ton.
Memphis, following a long illness.
Go to Church Sunday
Funeral services were held at
the Leberty Baptist Church Sunday at 2 p. m., with Rev. James
Rose offiliating. Burial was in the
Many of our friends have expressed an interest
church cemetery.
She leaves a daughter, Mrs. E.
In modern funeral methods and equipment. Visitors
E. Locke, Memphis; three sisters
Mrs. R. K. Arga, Memphis, Mrs.
are always welcome here and we will be pleased to
Kelly Chambers, Winston-Salem,
conduct them through our home and answer their
N. C., and Mrs. Herbert Dahnke,
Monterey, Term.; three brothers,
questions about the problems that arise when death
Elmer Oliver, Martin, Ellis M.
occurs in a family.
Oliver, Union City and Hebert
Oliver, Lexington, Tenn.
We firmly believe that the nature of our service
Active pallbearers were: Tommy
Hammond, Joe Hammonds, James
Is too intimate and sacred to be entrusted to any
Carl Hammonds, James Holly,
but the most responsible persons. Every detaiL
Jerry Hawks and Paul Heltsley.

Billy Fmaa
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Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watehes. (leeks rad TIM
rinses el AU Usti Aeser
cutely Repaired at Lew Oast
bi—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

:Wept

Defending Champion Jasper
Vowel], who's phenomonal with
wood shots, found a worthy opponent in Ernest Fall in his first
match. Vowell was ahead 1-up at
the turn, but came back strong
on the second nine to win the
match. He shot a 37-35 for an
even par round.
John Henson, always a competitor for the championship, eliminated Sparky Newton last week
and now meets Vowel in the'
second round.
George Moore fell before Jack
Moore Sunday and young Jack
Johnson of Hickman came trough
In fine style to eliminate Charles
Pawlukiewicz. Jack Moore and
Johnson meet this week.
Pat Nanney, one of the top competitors, had difficulty before he
defeated David Homra Sunday.
Homra fell 3 and 1 on the 17th.
Ferry-Morse's Clayton Joyce,

Fulton, Kentucky

Police Car Is
Damaged Recently
The Fulton Police car was damaged recently by an out-of-town
motorist, who backed into the vehicle. The man was traveling
through Fulton enroute to Mississippi, where his mother was critically
He paid for the damage to the
police car, which came to approximately $150.00.

FRONTIER

OUTPOST
Once a frontier outpost, Lexington and its surrounding region are
rich in historical interest and
scenic beauty.
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Win this beautiful $69.50 JET PILOT BICYCLE
during TUF-NUT BACK-TO-SCHOOL TIME. Stop
in and register today, without cost or obligation.
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Alberta Patios

llornbeak Funeral Home

who's a newcomer at the local
club, advanced with a win over
Arch Huddleston and now meets
Pat Nanney.
Bud White defeated W. C. Hale
and Dick Meacham won by default over Frank Fisher. White
and Meacham meet in the second
round.
In the lower bracket, Max McDade, one of the top golfers here
and two-time winner of the
championship trophy, defeated
Frank Beadles in a close match on
Saturday.
Charles Binford won by default
over Clyde Williams, Jr., and Buck
Bushart defeated Torn Mahan.
Binford and Bushart meet in the
second round and this one could
be a tight one.
Boots Rogers, many times
chamption of the club, was upset by Felix Gossum. Goss= now
meets Donnie MsKnight, who advanced with a win over Howard
Adams.
Lynn Newton upset C. D. Jones.
the 1958 First flight winner on
Saturday and will play Jim Huffine. Huffine won from Dr. E. F.
Crocker.
Sixteen are now left in the
Championship Flight and the 16
losers make up the First Flight.

E•••

Alberta Patton, well known
colored resident of Fulton, died
Aug. 2 at the WeakleY County
Hospital, Martin, following a brief
illness.
Funeral services were held at
the Antioch Baptist Church at 2
p. m., Tuesday, August 4th. Rev.
Moore was the officiating minister
and Board Funeral Home had
charge of arrangements.
Burial was in Fairview Cemetery.

WE SERVE TO SERVE AGAIN .. . .

302 Carr St.

First round matches in Men's
City Championship play were
completed Sunday,, with the favorites advancing
for a few
minor upsets.

Mrs. Samoa:

however small is personally supervised by a trusted member of our staff, well qualified by character,
training and experience.

Phone 7

NICHOLAINVILLE
Nicholasville, seat of Jessamine
county, was named for Col. George
Nicholas, member of the convention that met in Danville in 1792,
to rame the Sate constitution.

Favorites Advance
In Golf Tourney
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Pockets, Campus

Sateens, Twills, Polished Cottons.

$3.911

11

1

BOYS IVIES SHIRTS
Button-down

Collar, Pleated

Back. Stripes.

Plaids, Fine Cottons.

$1.98
BOYS NYLON JEANS

Air-Conditioner on the Market That Will Out

Full-cut Pattern, Sanforized, Zipper. Husky and
Double Knee Models Available.

•da111.1•

$2.98
$2.98
$2.98

SIZES 8-7

8-11

Perform. . . .

12-18

Whe.411

YORK Air-Conditioners

BOYS

13 314-.2. BLUE

JEANS

Sanforized, Zipper.

PIN 0.
e.c. bor. ,•
qmroents

$2.98
$3.49

SIZES 4-li
118-11

••
BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

Sleeves.

WI

$1.98
04.
9.1.0 • .4.4 MN I
M.

FREE

$2.98
$3.98

Pants

111 EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 559

Green, Khaki, and Grey

K. Kenya's
312 Lela St.
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MEN'S TUF-NUT WORK CLOTHES
Shirts

cAmows SPECIALIZED SERVICE

h

In Stripes, Plaids, Suedes. Fine Cottons. Long

See usfirst before you buy!
York gives you more.
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bishop next July at the dhurch's
Southeastern Jurisdictional Conference.

Methodist Bishop William T.
Watkins will retire at an early
date.
Bishop Watkins, who has been
head of the church In Kentucky
and West Tennessee since 1944,
announced his decision in Louisville Wednesday to the 22 disF
trict superintendents who compose his area cabinet.
The
64-year-old
clergyman
said his health and the fact that
he is facing the most strenuous
twelve months of his 21-year
career LS a bishop brought about
his decision to retire.
Another
Methodist bishop
will be appointed to assume Bisiv. su Cheitman et the dadillumity Csmadlioe on the Chapel hop Watkins responsibilities beter pailfuls si Western Stan Ilipmalal. mamma Way that the first tween the date of his retirement
phase et less Chapel Project( was emeleted. The Mt truck lead et and the assignment of a new
Illsaisadeil seeds= of She Chapel from Pert Campbell has arrived en
the hespits/ eamens. Lowerlin( one et the roma trues to the ground
(Mown in She Oster.) n an army erase. part of the equipment from
the 1137th ree
,Gnalur se feet Campbell used in the dismantling
task. With
s cooperation et Fart Campbell. workmen have airmailed mid esaiskitely moved Oho Chapel in three weeks. The next plisse
it preparing the materials ter re-construction has already begun.

The exact date and the name
of the temporary bishop will be
announced following additional
consultation by Bishop Watkins
and the College of Bishops of
the Methodist Southeastern Jurisdiction.

Larry Clark. Fulton grocery deliver/man, was held to the grand
jury Thursday on a charge of "attempting to break into the residence of Louise Spencer for the
purpose of molesting her.'

Dr. Putnam Attends
Chicago Meeting
More than 2,000 eye specialists
representing 34 nations met in
Chicago during Eye Research
Foundation Week for the world's
largest contact lens conclave reported Dr. R. V. Putnam, Optometrist, last week after his return
from the 1st World Contact Lens
Congress.
"It was a history-making event
which brought togetehr top conact lens researchers, scientists and
eye spectall.sts," seid Dr. Putnam." "As a result of this Congress, and its exchange of information, contact lens research has
been advanced at least a dozen
years ahead."

Stephen Fester Story
Large crowds continue to see
Clark waived examining trial the Stephen Foster Story, at the
in city court, and bond was set J. Dan Talbott Amphitheater,
at $500.
Bardstown.

Interesting Fair
Program Distributed

previous beauty contest. Judging
will be done on the basis of beauty
stage-poise, and personality. The
queen and her four attendants will
reign over the rest of the activities
Programs for the 1959 Purchase
of the week and will receive
District Fair at Mayfield have
trophies and gifts from the local
been distributed. The Fair, sponsored by the Mayfield Junior merchants.
Chamber of Commerce will be
held August 24-29 at the War
Memorial Fairgrounds.
Races, livestock, poultry, and
farm produce exhibitions, carnival
and specialty acts, and exhibits by
the Homemakers, 4-H, FFA, and
ITS HAKE
Women of the Purchase will be
The Sensational New Invention
featured during the six-day fair.
Sutheriand's
Trms
The program of events for the
No Belts — No Straps —
Pair is listed below:
No Odors
Monday, August 24: West KenApproved by Doctors — The
tucky Beauty Contest, sponsored
World's Most Comfortable
by the Mayfield Business and ProTruss
fessional Women's Club. This contest is open to Purchase District
DRUG
CO.
residents from 16-21, who are un403
Lake
St.
Fulton
married, and who have not won a

crry

Jaycees Make.Plans For Talent
Show And Riding Exhilition
At the eregular meeting of the
Fulton Jaycees Thursday evening
at the club room, plans were made
for the club's annual talent show
to be held sometime around the
first of September. Winner of the
show will participate in the MidSouth Talent Show at the MidSouth Fair, which will be held
Sept. 25-Oct. 5.
Also at the meeting Thursday
night the Jaycees made plans for
a horse riding exhibition to be
held around Sept. I.
The date for both events will be

Miss Ruth Harris and sister Mrs.
Naomi Tuck and son Dicky of
Tallehassee. Fla. left Saturday for
home after a week's vacation with
their sister Mrs. J. W. Bynum and
Mr. Bynum near here. Each of
the young ladies are school teachers and will enter upon their
duties very soon In their homc
state.
Janice and Joseph Donotio are
victims of minor injuries and patients of Jones Clinic, the result of
• car wreck last Sunday afternoon. All the details are not
known at this writing.
Much hay is being saved
throughout this section weather
permitting. It is fine crop with
barns bulging at this season Kobe
and Korean Lespe:rleza verities.
Get well wishes are extended to
Mrs. Bruce Vincent who is • patient at Fuller-Morgan Hospital.
Later she will be transferred to
Memphis.
Many who are interested gathered at the Morgan Cemetery last
Saturday in a tribute of loved
ones. It is also the date to pay
the caretaker. Mr. Jim Fagans who
was the bidder also for next year.
Funds are still needed to build a
new fence so thoses who wish are
asked to send your donation to
the committee in charge, Misses
Buren Austin, Roy Vincent, and
John Fagahs.
Mrs. Harvey Donoho has returned home from Jones Clinic
after minor surgery there ten days
ago.
Rev. Glenn Hickerson filled his
regular appointment at New
Salem Baptist Church the past
Sunday at 11 a. m. The evening
service is held at 7:30 p. in.

announced later.
The Paris Riding Club will participate in the Horse Riding Exhibition.
Funds raised from both of the
events will be used for the Jaycees' annual Christmas Basket
project for the needy.
tin visiting evangelist.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Doron,
Martin. Route 2. Mt. and Mrs. Bill
Doyle. Union City, Tenn. and your
writer were Saturday dinner
guests of our brother Buton Lassiter and Mrs. Lassiter.

I

Complete Line

Hearing Aid Batteries
fN' all

makes of bowing aids!
Visit our Nearing Aid Depart.
mesa at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
we Lake Street
Phone 75

Backed by the Golden
Guarantee
1 Full Year Free Service and Parts.
5 Year Guarantee on
Tube Sentry.

pay for seed of low Germination and Purity may be MONEY DOWN
THE DRAIN—because the PRICE of seed is geared to Germination and
Purity (the "GP Factor"). It simply doesn't make sense to try in
'Save money' and end up getting seeds that will not do the job in
your fields. That's being "price wise and crop foolish."

Priced from $179.95

Your correspondent is visiting
my sister Mrs. B. L. Doron and
14r. Dorno on Martin Route 2.
I am also attending the summer
revival at the Bible Union Baptist
Church where the Dorons hold
membership. Rev. A. B. Adams is
their pastor. Rev. Gilliand Mar-

Compare-two bags of Orchard Grass seed. The price of
No.-2 looks good—but is it?

Germination 85%
Purity
85%
Germination 75%
Purity
ev%

• $

of course
beer
belongs
with
piping

For bag No. 2 the Germination (75%) multiplied by the Purity
(80%) gives 60% Pure Live Seed—the "GP Bactor." Divide
price (.39) by GP Factor (60%); result is price of Pure Live
Seed —.65 per lb.! By the same formula, with price geared to GP
Factor, Bag No. I gives you Pure Live Seed for only .59/
1
2 per lb.

Don't be fooled—watch the GP Factor!
The Old World name doesn't tell you ...but the aroma of
sauteed onions does tell you here's good eating! Provencal
Onion Tarts are a master combination of saute'ed onions,
olives, anchovies—baked and served piping hot on a shell of
flaky crust.
When trying this famous dish, make another discovery too!
See how perfectly the light, bright taste of beer goes with it.
Many famous Old World dishes are at their best when served
with•glass of refreshing beer!
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Don't be "Price wise and Crop Foolish"--Suy Southern Statcs "Seeds

That Really Grp!"

SEE YOUR LOCAL

Southern States Cooperative
SERVICE AGENCY TODAY

FOR WELL drilling or repair
needs, see Prentice Goodrich,
Route
3, Fulton; seven miles
neighbor
our
thank
to
We wish
east
Fulton.
of
and friends for their thoughtfulness during the extended illness
and death of our loved one.
Your many deeds of kindness
and expressions of sympathy have
For Th6
been a great source of comfort to
us all.
CARD OF THANES

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

• CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KIND5, OZ JSZX.S.

wade
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 304 Main.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

Union City
I AM READY to begin budding Phone TU 59404
The family of W. W. Jones
your Pecan trees to paper shell
(Complete stock)
pecans; black Walnuts to English Walnuts. Phone or write Good selection of records FO'R SALE: Three-bedroom brick
and
veneer house, located 34-block
on LP and 45 rpm
W. A. Ledbetter, 1418-M2. Ful—Insurance—
from South Fulton school. Gas
ton; P. 0. Route 2, Fulton, Ky. Mail orders—Special orders
heat, utility room, basement,
List your
large garage, fenced back yard;
masanding
Floor
Farm and town Property
lot 100x150. W. C. Forrester,
TV SERVICE
chine and electric floor polishwith the
phone 1748.
er and electric vacuum cleanPickup and delivery
en. Xaehange Furniture Co MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Phase $I, Church Street
and automatic models, $139.95
NEW PICTURE TUBES
and up. Sales and service.
WHERE CAN YOU PURCHASE a
buy it at
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
See them when you want
white, solid colors, fancy stripe
down
money
No
or clip figured mans dress shirt
to BUY OR SELL
for 21.997 Answer—The EdMonthly terms
FREE PARKING!
wards Store, Mayfield, Ky.
— — — —
Closed Thursday afternoon.
Phone 5
103 Main St
Authorized Motorola and RCA
Furniture Company
Service; we repair all makes. FCR THE BEST Deal on Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Fulton
Church Street
See James 0. Mitts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
When Its
Across From
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
in Fulton _
Estate
Real
Coca-Cola Plant
Phone 674. We trade for your
Phone 126
the
representing
215 Main
NOW
AM
I
see•
old stquipment
Mack Ryan
Greenfield Monument Works
Fulton, Ky.
and will appreciate the oporCharles Stafford
tunity to show you cur beauti- CHARLES W.BURROW
Statesman Gold Label
AUGUST ATTRACTIONS: Ball
Phone 61
ful line of memorials. Tom 309 Walnut
BALER TWINE
pens 19c, fillers 10c. Dozen mens
Fulton; phone 1E4.
Hales,
IF YOU NEED a good used car,
white hankerchiefs II9c, dozen
Farm Loans
(knotless)
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick It a s WANTED: Responsible party to
colored border or satin stripe
Conventional Loans
$7.25 BUNDLE
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
take over low monthly payments
handkerchiefs $1.00. 3 pair white
today.
Dan
or
seen
be
a
on
Can
FHA Loans
piano.
spinet
stretch sox $1.00. Numerous relocally. Write Credit Manager,
duced items. The Edwards
salary.
MECHANICS needed: good
P. 0. Box 215. Shelbyville, —The very best selection of real
Store, Mayfield, Ky. Closed
FARMTTO
Apply in person to Taylor Chevestate for sale at all times t
Indiana.
Thursday afternoon.
Baler twine
rolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Fulis the time to get your
NOW
$6.50 BUNDLE
ton, Ky.
Typewriter and Adding MacWE RENT - - DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Unico Premium and
trade—repair and move. Get
CALLING COLLECT
Peeples, Service Manager at
Statesman Gold Lobel
beds
Hospital
our prices. We serv ice all makes
The Harvey Caldwoli ComTWINE
BINDER
Baby beds
555 FULTON, KY.
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
pany. DRIVE-IN Office Out25c Pound
fitters, Phone 074.
Roll-away beds
CHapel 7-1833
_
Vacuum Cleaners
OUR OLD FASHION
SAVE MONEY
SOUTHERN STATES
MAYFIELD, KY.
Floor polishers
Buy Auto Insurance ea
Fulton Co-Operative
DAY BARGAINS
WADE FURN. CO.
Our 3-PAY PLAN
CONTINUE
Fulton, Ky. se% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
Phone 103

BEST

•

CLEANEST

roa axmr:

USED FURNITURE

WO

Fulton Real Estate Co.

EXCHANGE

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

M & W Appliances

GILLUM

TRANSFER CO.

Unheard of Prices on
°
1
11
Central Ave.

S. Fulton

FOR FAST AND EFFICIENT WASHING,

QUALITY MERCHANDISE

GRISHAM and
BUTTERWORTH
Next Door to City Hall

RHODES
HEARING AID SERVICE
Hearing glasses, aids, supplies
P. 0. Box 518
333 North 9th St

30% In 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Phone 5-8448

Paducah, Ky.

LUBRICATION AND TIRE REPAIRING
SERVICE CALLS, we have five service men

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 92 — 160

Bring your repair jobs to
WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop

Local Teachers
Complete Course
At Murray State
Two of the ninety science
teachers selected from fifteen
states to attend the eight week
National Science F ound a t ion
Summer Science Institute recently completed at Murray State
college are Kindred M. Winston
and Mrs. Mildred H. Anderson,
teachers at South Fulton High
School.
Along with other science teachers from Kentucky, Missouri,
Illinois, Ohio, West Virginia,
Maine, Massachusetts, Arizona,
California, Tennessee, Wiisconsin,
Florida, Michigan, Arkansas and
Indiana, Mr. Winston and Mrs.
Anderson received refresher
courses in various fields of
science, according to the directors, Dr. W. E. Blackburn and
Dr. A. M. Wolfson.
In recognition of interest and
success in teaching Mr. Winston
and Mrs. Anderson were selected
from a large number of apphccants to receive this training
Give YOUR home a
LIFT FOR LIFE with a
YORK HEAT PUMP

Open House At
Airport Aug. 16
Ohio Valley Aviation, Home office, Barkley Field, Paducah, Kentucky, announces the opening of
a charter, training, and sales operation on the Graves County Airport at Mayfield, Kentucky. Formal opening and Open House will
be Sunday, August le.
reed th a Classified Ada

LEGAL NOTICE

If you would like to trade at a place, where
courtesy prevails—and your business is appreciated—stop by

41111111111111111111111111&
FULTON CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 758
MRS. ARTHUR FITE ET AL
PLANT1FFS
VS. NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ET AL
BOYD

rrra

One compact unit heats and cools
DEFENDANTS
automatically, using only outside
without
air and electricity. Heats
having claims
persons
All
fire, fumes or smoke; needs no against the estate of Arthur Fite,
floor space. 40 other great ad- deceased, are hereby notified and
vantages!
required to present same, proven
as required by law, to the underSPECIALIZED SERVICE signed Commissioner at her office
Phone 859 and the same being the office of
111 IL State Line
FOR SEPTIC TANK PUMPING the Circuit Court Clerk of Fulton
call C. G. Thurman, Fulton, Ky. County, Kentucky, on or before
Phone 1379. Price reasonable, August 31. 1959, and all claims
work guaranteed. Call collect. not so proven and presented by
said date shall be barred.
The Commissioner will be in her
MEN'S RED WING work shoes
and summer boots $5.95 to office at the Courthouse at .Hiek$19.95. Free can of leather pre- man. Kentucky, from 9 a. m. until
server with each pair bought at 11:00 a. m. on August 27th, from
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212 9 a. m. until 4:00 p. m. on August
28th and 29th; and will also be at
Main.
the City Hall in Fulton, Kentucky,
HELP
WANTED: MAN___ OR from 1:00 p. m. until 3:00 p. m. on
WOMAN—to take over Dealer- August 27th, all of 1959 and at
ship in Fulton. Products Estab- that time will receive and pass on
lished. Weekly profits of $50.00 the claims.
or more at start possible. No car
Ruth Johnson
or other investment necessary.
Master Commissioner
Will help you get started. Write
Fulton Circuit Court
C. R. Ruble, Dept. 7-5, The J. ft.
Watkins Company, Memphis 2,
Tennessee.
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For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards

Located at the corner of 4th and Lake Streets

ETTER "Personalised"
Stationery

Aw, no, nothing like that. I mean —
3

(How about you, Tom?

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Fulton

Phone 20-3

• STRAIGHT BOURBON
• 4 YEARS OLD

Out of

0 half pint

MA

5

$2.50 pint

Sevei
overflo
mass ri
State 1
• and as
extent
that w
that ha
will ca
week.

Phone 345

PUCKE1TS SERVICE STATION

• 90 PROOF

Just Sc
It ache
It come

But i
way e

RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

FLOWERS

Open 24 hours a day
Carl and Sonny Puckett, owners
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L. C. (Dee) Ambles. dein
beettees at the theekabeese
Lasser Store now legated at 416
Lake Street. Fullest. Ky.. hereby declares his inteatiss to an1117 for•retail beer and lkisee
theme at rwer Garage, keeled
as West Partway In Ilheldeele.
Fuless.11.y.

JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED

on duty during the day.

Re
WI

every 8-hour

day I work, it takes
family.

hours pay to feed my

rob, I'm hittin' a few taps for the
electric company?

Few, did you say?

$4.00 fifth
Tom's right, of course. Out of every 8-hour day,
the average wage earner works I% hours to pay
for food, and just 7 minutes to pay his electric
bill. When you consider all the things electricity
does for your family, that's mighty little, isn t
it? In fact, their daily electricity cost wouldn't
buy dessert for most families.

Sure, Ed. That's the easiest part of
anybody's day. I work about 7 minutes
out of an 8-hour day to pay my electric
•
k, bill.

Living costs vary, of course, from family to
family; but the income and outgo of Tom
and Ed represent those of the average
wage earner in the U.S.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
•
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